Top 5 Mobile App Development Best Practices, According To New Report

SDCR - Top Software Development Companies determined the most effective way to develop successful mobile apps and the best practices that brands should adhere to when creating them.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) October 11, 2019 -- Research shows that there are over 2.7 billion smartphone users globally and rising. That increasing figure shows the importance of utilizing mobile platforms to capture consumers, inspire conversions and increase revenue as a business.

SoftwareDevelopmentCompany.co, a B2B marketplace connecting brands with software developers, uncovered the most effective way to develop successful mobile apps and the best practices that brands should adhere to when creating them.

The 5 leading app development best practices companies should follow are:

1. Take Note Of The Competition
2. Reduce Interface Clutter
3. Invest In Intuitive Navigation
4. Design A User-Friendly Platform
5. Make Your Mobile App Secure

View the full report here: https://www.softwaredevelopmentcompany.co/blog/how-to-develop-an-app/

SoftwareDevelopmentCompany.co also features the top software development companies from around the world who can create reliable mobile apps. These include:

1. Reinvently

Reinvently is a mobile strategy, design, and app development agency. Harnessing the power of their unique mobile product delivery methodology and expertise in user-focused design, machine learning and AI, they will make mobile products stand out.

https://reinvently.com/

2. FOONKIE MONKEY

With more than 7 years of experience in mobile development, FOONKIE MONKEY found that it all starts with a good idea. A powerful one, looking for a change in the behavior of people through creativity, teamwork and perseverance that develops innovative, beautiful, intuitive and brilliant products. To get there, the agency realized that every part of the team must be considered as a really important ingredient to accomplish a product that reflects enthusiasm, compromise, heart, creativity and enjoyment.

https://www.foonkiemonkey.co.uk/

3. Electrifying Design
Electrifying Design is a software development firm that takes clients’ ideas and creates the latest in technology. They are always looking for something new and challenging that will help create the future in web development and software development. They listen and find out what clients want and need as the end result.

https://edwebdevelopment.com/

4. YellowFin Digital

YellowFin was created to give every business the opportunity to level the playing field and dominate their competition by taking advantage of the digital marketing tools available today. They encourage customers to put their advertising dollars into digital marketing where they can track results and make decisions based on data.

https://www.yellowfindigital.com/

5. Coidea Agency

When clients choose to work with Coidea, they will get a beautifully designed, 5-star stable product with perfect code and data protection. They focus on native mobile platforms, and with their high level of communication, clients can be sure that they will be involved every step of the way. Best of all, the agency’s dedicated team won’t break the budget!

https://coidea.agency/

6. AIST Global
7. Andolasoft
8. BlueMatrix Media
9. Computools
10. Cubix
11. datarockets
12. Focaloid Technologies
13. Groove Jones
14. IIH Global
15. Live Animations
16. Matchbox Design Group
17. Robosoft Technologies
18. SingleMind Consulting
19. SITSL
20. Software Developers Inc.
21. Split Reef
22. Syberry Corporation
23. Zfort Group

Brands can view the top software development companies by price, expertise, rankings and more on SDCR - Top Software Development Companies.
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